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Abstract—The amount and heterogeneity of data in biomedical research, notably in interdisciplinary fields, requires new methods for the collection, presentation and analysis of information. Important data from laboratory experiments as well as patient trials are available but come out of distributed resources. The Charité - University Hospital Berlin has established together with the German Research Foundation (DFG) a new information service centre for kidney diseases and transplantation (Open European Nephrology Science Centre - OpEN.SC). Beside a collaborative aspect to create new research groups every single partner or institution of this science information centre making his own data available is allowed to search the whole data pool of the various involved centres. A core task is the implementation of a non-restricting open data structure for the various different data sources. We decided to use a modern RDF model and in a first phase transformed original data coming from the web-based Electronic Patient Record database TBase©.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Typical problems of research in medical disciplines are apparent: heterogeneous data types with varying quality of automatically and “by hand” generated data, a limitation of the amount of cases of rare diseases and decentralized data retention inhibit the scientific work. In contrast to the efforts of different standardization organizations (HL7, OpenEHR, IEEE, ISO, CEN, …) no common accepted integrative standard exist.

To fill in this gap the German Research Foundation (DFG) established a new priority program “Centres of Research Information” in 2006, not only dedicated to medical data but of crucial importance especially in this field.

Within this framework an interdisciplinary group consisting of nephrologists and pathologists from the Charité – University Hospital Berlin and computer scientists from the Lab of Artificial Intelligence of the Institute of Computer Sciences of Humboldt University of Berlin found together and start the OpEN.SC project, which is now granted by the DFG.

The main task of OpEN.SC is the implementation of a metadata repository for clinical data, data of studies, literature and virtual slides. The system works as a data centre to improve the availability of standardized raw data including digitalized glass slides (Virtual Microscopy) and works at first as an interface for scientific publications [3]. Later on it can easily extended in several directions, e.g. as to serve as a part of an e-learning system for young physicians in the field [7].

OpEN.SC comprises different working packages. We developed a structured system architecture based on a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) proposed by [1] which is designed with the help of BPEL a Business Process Execution Language. BPEL depicts the workflows of the scientific workplace connected to OpEN.SC and yields templates for the web services which are the core software modules of the system.

As presented in several papers before [2, 6] the meanwhile in 18 German transplant centres used web-based Electronic Patient Record database TBase© is our first data source. TBase© is based on a well-known “normal” relational database structure, what means, that it has fixed patterns of entities and their relations, see Fig. 1, what shows a part of this relational structure – only to get an impression. In OpEN.SC we integrate data sources of several involved partner clinics wherein the process of data messaging the private patient data were anonymised.

Every of the clinical partners has their own data formats and structures. Therefore it was important to construct a database model which is independent from these resources. We decided to use the very flexible and open Resource Description Framework (RDF) which leads to a flat database structure consisting only of triples.
II. RESOURCE DESCRIPTION FRAMEWORK (RDF)

RDF - the Resource Description Framework - is a model and language based on XML for representing information about resources of different types. It is particularly useful for storing metadata about shared resources.

Due to the W3C consortium: “RDF is intended for situations in which this information needs to be processed by applications, rather than being only displayed to people. RDF provides a common framework for expressing this information so it can be exchanged between applications without loss of meaning. Since it is a common framework, application designers can leverage the availability of common RDF parsers and processing tools. The ability to exchange information between different applications means that the information may be made available to applications other than those for which it was originally created.” [4].

The design of RDF is generally intended to meet the following goals:

- having a simple data model
- having formal semantics and provable inference
- using an extensible URI (Uniform Resource Identifiers)-based vocabulary
- using an XML-based syntax and XML schema data types
- allowing anyone to make statements about any resource

see [5].

Expressions in RDF are represented as triples in general consisting of a subject, a predicate (also called a property) that denotes a relationship to an object.

A usual representation of the property that holds between subject and object could be as a row in a table in a relational database. Then the table has two columns, corresponding to the subject and the object of the RDF triple. The name of the table corresponds to the predicate of the RDF triple. Relational databases has an arbitrary number of columns and a row expresses a 1:n relationship between entities. Such a row, or relation, has to be decomposed for representation in a RDF triple structure, what we will describe in detail in the next chapter.

III. RDF DATA STRUCTURE IN OPEN.SC

In discussion with our medical partners we divided the complete TBase© domain and additional available data e.g. coming from the VMscope (virtual slides) in seven sub-domains according to considerations about a logical arrangement of medical and further data of patients. These are:

- Examination Data
- Diagnostic Data
- Treatment Data
- Basic Data (of a patient)
- Administrative Data (e.g. case number in a hospital, SAP data)
- External Data (e.g. virtual slides, discharge letters)
- Project Data (internal)

where the main medical data are in the first three domains.

The transformation of original TBase© data into the RDF structure of the OpEN.SC database is done via a request from OpEN.SC side out. Then a web service is initiated which compiles the TBase© data in the new structure. For our purposes and clearer understanding we re-named the general RDF-terms subject, predicate and object in resource, property and value. Let us give an example:

![Fig. 2 Transformation of TBase© data into the OpEN.SC RDF structure](image)

In Fig. 2 we demonstrate a short example of the transformation of fictive data records of TBase© where the internal entity relationship between the table Examinationresults and the table Diagnosis is depicted by the link PatientID.

The PatientID yields always the connection between the datasets belonging to one patient and distributed in the different sub-domains. In the original relational TBase©
database rows can have a large number of attributes – here outlined as three points.

Each of such a single attribute leads to a single row in the RDF structure. So the RDF structure increases in the depth in opposite to classical relational structures which grow in breadth when including additional features.

When transforming the relational TBase© structure into the RDF structure the next new row in the RDF-base contains the PatientID as resource semantically interpretable as mark for the beginning of a new set of data for this patient. In our instance we show in the left-hand side the transformation of a TBase© row concerning one examination – a biopsy of the kidney at the 1. February 2006 - with ID 1111. Examinations belong in our model to the U_Domain and consequently their datasets were stored in the OpEN.SC_U_RDF table. The following rows in the RDF-base have as resource the ExaminationID, as property the name of the succeeding columns in TBase© and as value the corresponding real attribute value.

The same procedure is done when transforming a row of the TBase© table Diagnosis into columns of the OpEN.SC_D_RDF database belonging to the diagnosis domain D_Domain.

In general, the identifier in sub-domains – these are primary keys in the relational structure – become the content of resource, each heading of a column becomes a property and each entry in the table denotes a value in the RDF structure.

It seems at first look that the RDF structure is larger than that of the TBase© there is only a marginal difference in the memory space. At the moment the complete transformation of the whole TBase© data of Charité - Campus Mitte with the medical records of about 2500 patients comprises about 17.000.000 RDF triples. Moreover, the performance of the RDF database is high. A request to the basic data of a patient lasts 4 milliseconds, a complex request from the physicians in free text will be included in the RDF database by a value that is a link to the original source. Beside this, we will perform a series of “stress-tests” with our RDF model.

IV. OUTLOOK

In the development of the Open European Nephrology Science Center a basic and essential task is the design and implementation of the underlying database. Because of the planned inclusion of the different sources of involved and future partner hospitals the data structure of our system must represent information in a minimally constraining, flexible way. For that reason we decided to use the RDF model. First experiments with respect to the performance of the OpEN.SC RDF database are encouraging. Furthermore, we implemented a web service module what allows to transform data from a “normal” relational database into the RDF format.

In the near future data from the External Data domain e.g. the virtual slides coming from VMscope or discharge letters from the physicians in free text will be included in the RDF database by a value that is a link to the original source. Beside this, we will perform a series of “stress-tests” with our RDF model.
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